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on the floor, Lovie was being carried rapidly out of sight on a
magic carpet.
She was certainly experiencing what D.'s poor Mary called,
more than two hundred years ago: ubeing torn in half," and
what she suffered was not the less acute for being unexpected.
She felt so totally unable to move from that threshold that
her mind began wandering about, just as if she had to wait till
someone released her.
One of these wandering and drifting thoughts had to do
with the new dress she had just put on. She became aware of a
vague tickling sensation in her left breast, and she wondered
if thisr feeling were the result of her dress being too tight.
She was still clinging to the door-handle and swaying from
side to side on this terrible eel-bridge of destiny when the door
into the yard opened and there, in the passage behind her,
stood Jenny Dearth! Never in her life had she seen so trans-
figured a human face! It was a countenance of paradisic ecstasy.
Had No-man seen her he would have been compelled to ad-
mit that extreme joy had the same effect on his "Horse-Head"
as extreme agitation. It converted the bizarre into the extra-
ordinary, the grotesque into the sublime.
In fact, Jenny's illuminated lineaments seemed more than
human to Wizzie's startled eyes at that moment. It was like a
face she had once seen outside the Circus-tent—the face of a
woman who had won a lottery ticket. But the worst of it was
that this illuminated woman's face, hovering before her—near
her—and now pressed passionately against her own, while she
knew that it brought the decisive settling-down to her dizzy tra-
peze of indecision, was prevented, by some diabolical non-
conducting substance in herself, from delivering its message!
In fact, all the while her friend was hugging her to her heart,
she was trying desperately but quite in vain, to take from
her some final supernatural oracle. It had been a superstition of
Grummer's that the first loss of a woman's virginity endowed
her with magical and prophetic insight. Grummer had given
many instances from her own experience of this species of
second sight. " "Tis the first 'a meets be the lucky oon, but
'taint all as knows.it, more's the pity!" How she could hear
the old woman's voice!
Once Grummer had even murmured something in this con-
nection about "they Vestie Virgins in them Roman times," and

